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RELEVANT EVENTS

Prior to commencing the flight, the pilot attended the Moorabbin Briefing Office and was provided
with appropriate route and terminal meteorological forecasts and a verbal weather briefing for a flight from
Moorabbin to Tamworth and Coolangatta. The forecasts indicated clear conditions over Victoria and southern
New South Wales but low cloud, isolated thunderstorms and reduced visibility in rain showers over that portion
of the Moorabbin/Tamworth route beyond Wagga.
The pilot held a Class 4 instrument rating but was not qualified to fly in other than visual meteorological conditions. He submitted a flight plan which indicated that the flight would be conducted in accordance with
the visual flight rules and he advised the briefing officer that he would not complete the flight if he encountered
weather conditions as forecast.
During the flight, the pilot made routine position reports by radio. At 1504 hours, he reported over
Wagga at 9000 feet and, at 1548 hours, Cowra at 5000 feet. When making both of these reports he requested and
was given current weather information in respect of the Mudgee/Tamworth area and this information indicated
that the weather to the east of the Mudgee/Tamworth track was not suitable for visual flight but it was reasonably
clear to the west. Shortly after reporting at Cowra, the pilot advised "looking ahead it looks to be clearing all
the time so we ' I I continue on track and if we strike any problem we"ll most likely give you a diversion towards
the west".
At 1603 hours, the pilot advised "to remain in VMC we're descending below five thousand" and, at
1628 hours, following his request, he was advised that the Tamworth weather was visibility 20 miles reducing
to six miles in showers, with one okta of cumulonimbus cloud base 4000 feet and four oktas of strato-cumulus
cloud base 3500 feet. At 1632 hours, he reported his position as Mudgee, below 5000 feet, and subsequently
advised that he would be tracking via Quirindi and would be requesting entry to the Tamworth control zone at
3000 feet. At 1648 hours, he acknowledged an instruction to call Tamworth Tower at Quirindi and there is
no record of any further transmission from the aircraft.
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6. RELEVANT EVENTS (Cont'd)
At about 1705 hours, an aircraft was observed flying under/low cloud in light drizzle, on a
northerly heading along a valley on the steeply rising southern' slopes of the Liverpool Ranges. The aircraft
appeared to enter cloud, the engine noise increased and suddenly ceased and the sound of an impact was heard.
A search was commenced and the wreckage of VH-SVN was located by ground search parties on the following
morning.
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The aircraft had struck densely timbered sloping terrain near the head of a blind valley while on
a north-westerly heading in near level flight. The accident site was some 30 kilometres east of the planned
and reported track of the aircraft. Examination of the wreckage disclosed no evidence of any defect or
malfunction which might have contributed to the accident. The surviving passenger recalled that, just prior
lo the accident, she was aware of lowering cloud and rising terrain and the aircraft appeared to enter cloud.
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OPINION AS TO CAUSE

The cause- of the accident was that, in Uie I'ace of low cloud and rising terrain, the pilot
persevered w i t h the planned I'light beyond the point where sale alternative action was possible.
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